Valerie Ruma Awarded as a Top Rated Real Estate Agent in Oakland Hills
The Top Rated Real Estate Agent Has Been Selected to be Featured on TV Top Real Estate Available on
Xfinity On Demand
Online PR News â€“ 20-December-2016 â€“ Valerie Ruma has been selected as one of the Top Rated Real
Estate Agents in Oakland Hills (SF Bay Area) to be featured on TV Top Real Estate available on Xfinity On
Demand. TV Top Rated Real Estate features videos of Top Rated Real Estate Agents and their homes listed
for sale which will allow consumers to select the best Real Estate Agent when buying or selling their home.
Â
As a top rated agent, Valerie Ruma is one of the exclusive agents that is able to offer her clients the
opportunity to sell their homes on television 24-hours-a-day, 7-days-a-week. Valerie Ruma has also been
honored on top real estate television shows as an award-winning Real Estate Agent.
Â
Top rated Real Estate Agents like Valerie Ruma were hand selected and interviewed by an independent
research team who determined them to be the top 5% in the region. Real Estate Agents were selected
because of popular reviews by customers on review websites such as Yelp, Trulia, Zillow, Redfin,
Realtor.com and other leading independent real estate rating companies.
Â
Valerie Ruma was born to sell real estate. Finding the perfect home for a buyer or the right buyer for a home
is never an accident. It is always the result of careful planning, skill, experience and great communication
skills necessary to get the job done. Her goal is always to realize the clients highest goals, whatever those
may be, in the shortest possible time frame with the least amount of risk and disruption in the clients lives.
Â
Clients hold Valerie Ruma in the highest regard. "An overall Wow! Last spring I decided to sell my home and
contacted Valerie. We devised a plan to fix it up.. I agreed with her recommendations, we implemented the
plan and then put it on the market. I had 3 offers well-exceeding the asking price the night of the 1st open
house. Results exceeded all expectations." - Jamie G.
Â
Valerie Ruma has been awarded over the years with several top achievement awards such as Rookie of the
Year 2011 and International Relocation Expert.
Â
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